Sample General Training Reading Test Answer Key

SECTION 1, Questions 1–14
1. (your) co-workers
2. drowsiness
3. preventative measure
4. honey
5. comfort food
6. (some) ingredients
7. (light) exercise
8. security systems
9. personal safety
10. deterrent
11. insurance premiums
12. stolen vehicle report
13. illegal resale
14. finance company

SECTION 2, Questions 15–27
15. L
16. E
17. A
18. D
19. J
20. I
21. A }
22. D }
23. F } IN ANY ORDER
24. H }
25. feedback
26. reasonable notice
27. evidence

SECTION 3, Questions 28–40
28. nom de plume
29. hobby
30. (bubonic) plague
31. three weeks/3 weeks
32. prose
33. eccentrics
34. (unemployed) historians
35. (Breton) fishing village
36. unmask
37. NO
38. NO
39. YES
40. NOT GIVEN